
LKS2 Science Year B

Autumn 1: Rocks

Scientific Enquiry 

Covered

Rocket Words 

Covered

Name of Task / 

Tasks
Resources Needed Summative Quiz Questions

Use relevant scientific 
language to discuss 
your ideas to 
communicate your 
findings

mountain, 
Europe, 
hill, 
Himalayas, 
Alps

Mountain 
Modelling

Scissors, Stiff card
Coloured pens/ pencils/ 
paper, Other appropriate craft 
materials, Handout - Mission 
to Write! Mountain 
Storyboard.

Where are the mountains called the Alps? Know if a mountain is a made of rock and earth and rises 
above the land on which it sits. A mountain has to be over 600 metres tall or it would be called a hill. 
Which of these is a type of rock? Complete the statement: The Himalayas and {{Alps}} are both sets of 
{{folded mountains}} that were created when a huge force pushed parts of the Earth's {{crust}} 
upwards to form {{mountains}}. The Himalayas were once on the {{bottom of the ocean}}. Recognise 
what a folded mountain looks like.

Create a comparative 
model

metamorphic 
rock, igneous 
rock, 
sedimentary 
rock, magma, 
mineral

Make a 
sedimentary, 
igneous, and 
metamorphic 
rock using 
chocolate

dark chocolate, milk 
chocolate, white chocolate , 
grater , small grip seal bag , 
glass of hot water , paper , 
teaspoon, Handout

When a volcano erupts, it shoots out...? Complete the statement: Rocks are generally made of 
{{chemicals}} called minerals. {{Metamorphic}} rocks are made when a combination of {{heat}} and 
pressure causes great physical and chemical changes in {{some rock}}, transforming the look of the 
rock and even changing the {{minerals}} that were there in the first place. True or False: The word 
'metamorphosis' means to change shape. Rocks made when magma from a volcano cools and 
becomes hard is called...? True or False: Limestone is made mostly of compressed bones and shells of 
millions of tiny creatures. 

Gather, record, classify 
and present data in a 
variety of ways to help 
in answering questions

lichen, acid rain, 
chemical 
weathering,
physical 
weathering, 
biological 
weathering

Identifying 
Rocks

Identifying Rocks
Handout, Rock Audit
Handout a visit to the local 
cemetary or a photo of the 
local cemetery

What are gravestones? What sort of things can make a gravestone wear down? Complete the 
statement: {{Physical}} weathering is when water from rain gets into {{cracks}} in a rock such as a 
{{gravestone}}, the water freezes, expands (because when water freezes it {{gets bigger}} than when it 
was a liquid), then this makes the crack in the rock become even {{bigger}}. {{Chemical}} weathering is 
when things in the air like pollution from {{factories and cars}}, or acids within rain, attack the 
{{surface}} of the rock and wear it away. Which of these shows weathering on a gravestone, and which 
shows no sign of weathering? What effects can weathering have on a gravestone?

Set up simple practical 
enquiries, comparative 
and fair tests

marble, 
sandstone, 
limestone, 
flake, granite

Test rocks for 
absorbency

Rock Absorbency, range of 
rocks, magnifying glass, 
bucket of water handout, 
Graveyard Visit, Handout, 
Pen, Camera (optional),
Gravestone Design, Handout, 
Pen / pencils
Books / internet for research

What kind of rock is sandstone? Complete the statement: Weathering on a {{sandstone}} gravestone 
can produce {{flakes}} which fall off leaving an {{uneven}} surface. Sometimes the flake stays attached 
to the stone and small {{creatures}} come to {{live}} in the shelter of the gap. Plant {{roots}} can grow 
into cracks in the stones and, as they grow, they make the cracks wider. These are examples of 
{{biological}} weathering. True or false: Limestone is made mainly of a chemical which dissolves over 
time when rainwater falls on it. The fossils of extinct animals are sometimes found on a gravestone 
when weathering has worn away part of the surface. What does extinct mean? Which of these are 
rocks and commonly used in gravestones?

Record findings using 
simple scientific 
language, drawings 
and labelled diagrams

fossil, amber, 
Jurassic 
Coast, 
seashell, 
extinct

Exploring 
fossils

Fossil Challenge, Handout
Make a Fossil in Amber , 
Water, Lemon or orange 
squash, Plastic spiders or 
insects, Plastic tubs, Freezer

What is a fossil? How long does it take for a fossil to form? Complete the statement: The {{Jurassic 
Coast}} is an area of coastline along the southern end of the {{UK}}. This area has become famous for 
the amount of {{fossils}} that have been found there. The poem She Sells {{Seashells}} on the Seashore 
is based on the life of Mary Anning, a lady who found thousands of fossils along this particular 
coastline. What does extinct mean? Which of these are fossils and which are not?

Perform an 
investigative test

peat, clay soil, 
chalky soil, 
sandy soil, 
texture

Soil Types 
Investigation

Four dry soil samples, Filter 
paper, Funnel, Beaker, Water, 
Hand washing facilities, 
Handout, Handout - Mission 
to Write! Soil Descriptions

Which of these are types of soil? What is the process called that describes rocks being broken down 
into smaller pieces, that help make up soil? Complete the statement: The word '{{decompose}}' means 
to be broken down into smaller parts after {{death}}. After a while, and sometimes with help from 
{{decomposers}} such as flies, fungi and {{bacteria}}, the animals or plants {{rot}} away and leave 
{{nutrients}} behind, that enrich the soil they were laying in. True or false: Clay soil is thin and water 
pours easily through it. What is manure?

Use simple scientific 
language to explain 
your findings

sandstone, 
marble, slate, 
granite, grain 
size

Identifying 
Rocks

Download handouts, 
plans and more
Samples of granite, 
sandstone, marble, and 
slate. Handout

Which of these images show granite and which show marble? Select the missing words in the text
Marble has many different uses. Blocks of marble are used to make Select... and Select.... Crushed 
marble is used in Select... , some cleaning products, and some Select.... Which is a sedimentary 
rock? Granite is usually more than one colour because it is made of different minerals. What colours 
from the list below can be found in granite?
Rocks were a common building material in the past, but which materials have replaced them?



Autumn 2: Animals Including Humans 

Scientific Enquiry 

Covered

Rocket Words Covered Name of Task / Tasks Resources Needed Summative Quiz Questions

Use results to draw 
simple conclusions, 
make predictions for 
new values, suggest 
improvements and 
raise further 
questions

medulla, cerebrum, 
cerebral cortex, brain 
stem, cerebellum

Take the memory 
challenge and test your 
brain power!

handouts, Memory Game, The 
Egg Drop Challenge, Eggs (at 
least 2 per pair) 
Marker to draw on a face, 
(waterproof), Plastic container 
with top , Water (to fill the 
container, Protective materials 
such as bubble wrap, 
greaseproof paper, string, 
foam etc.

Most higher-level brain activity takes place in the Select... of 
the cerebrum, called the Select... . It’s full of deep, wiggly 
grooves. An adult brain weighs 3.16 kilograms. Sort these 
things into short-term and long-term memories. Which of 
these processes does your brain participate in? Which part of 
the brain controls your sense of balance?

Using your 
observations and 
ideas to suggest 
answers to questions

characteristics, 
resemblance, generation, 
similarities, Gregor Mendel

It's a dog's life! What 
might a cross - breed dog 
look like between these 
species?

Inheritance Patterns 
Inheritance Patterns page of 
the Handout, Pens, It's a 
Dog's Life
It's a Dog's Life page on the 
Handout 
Pencils, Crayons

To understand what we inherit, many scientists have 
conducted Select... on plants, animals and other organisms. 
One such scientist was a monk called Select... who 
investigated inheritance based on Select... . We can inherit 
such things as our looks, life cycles and diseases from 
our Select... . True or False - if two crocodiles bred together, 
they could make an alligator. Drag the images into the correct 
area. What does to 'inherit' mean in biology? Which of these 
could you inherit from one of your parents?

Gather, record, 
classify and present 
data in a variety of 
ways to answer 
questions

involuntary muscles, 
voluntary muscles, biceps, 
triceps, hamstring muscle

Voluntary Muscles Test handouts, 
Voluntary Muscles Tests, 
Stopwatch
Eyelid Investigation
Stopwatches 
Cotton wool 
Plastic sheets 
Protective goggles

If you write with the opposite hand from usual, why does that 
hand ache more quickly than if you were writing with your 
usual hand? True or false: The biggest muscle in the body is 
called the gluteus maximus, which is the muscle found in your 
bottom. Which of these are involuntary muscles? It takes 
{{15}} muscles to make your {{face}} smile. It takes {{40}} 
muscles to make your {{face frown}}. These are all 
{{voluntary}} muscles. It takes a lot less effort to {{smile}}! 
Muscles work in pairs. What happens when they do this?

Report on findings, 
create a display to 
present your results

skeleton, bones, skull, X-
ray machine, rib cage

Construct and label the 
human skeleton

Modelling the Skeleton, 
Handout 
Bright coloured card, 
Scissors, Glue, Pen
Bendy Bones, Jar , Vinegar, 
Chicken bones

What things does a skeleton do? A Z-ray machine can see 
through our skins to see what is happening inside our bodies. 
Which of these interesting facts about bones are true? 
Complete the statement: You can keep bones {{healthy}} by 
getting lots of {{Vitamin C}} and Vitamin K. Eat lots of green 
leafy vegetables, which are the best source of {{calcium}}. 
Spend some time in the {{Sun}} to get a good amount of 
Vitamin D. Get lots of {{exercise}}. Which of these are bones?

Use straightforward 
scientific evidence to 
answer questions to 
support your findings

Achilles tendon, cartilage, 
marrow, ligament, tendon

Create a model of the 
human hand to show 
how tendons and 
ligaments enable 
movement

Card 
Straws 
Beads 
String 
Scissors
Handout

Tendons are strong fibres that attach...what? The largest 
tendon in your body is called...? Complete the statement: The 
largest {{tendon}} in the body is called the {{Achilles tendon}}, 
named after a heroic character in a story from a country 
called {{Greece}}. He died after being hit by an {{arrow}} in the 
{{heel}}, which is the part of the {{body}} where this 
{{tendon}}can be found. True or false: X-ray machines can see 
through your bones. True or false: Muscles help you move by 
pulling on your bones.

Use scientific 
knowledge and 
language

support, protect, 
vertebrae, movement, 
contract and relax

Play a game of Body 
Bingo to test out your 
knowledge of the 
skeleton and muscles

Handout The main parts of our bodies which are known for protection 
are our ribcage and Select... . The ribcage contains Select...
pairs of bones and they protect our heart and Select... . The 

skull is vital in protecting our Select... . True or False: Our 
bones couldn't move without muscles. Which of these 
functions is the spine most important for? Which of these 
doesn't have a skeleton? Which of these words explain the 
movement of skeletal muscles?

LKS2 Science Year B



Spring 1: Living Things and their
Habitats – Nature and the Environment 

Scientific Enquiry 

Covered

Rocket Words Covered Name of Task / Tasks Resources Needed Summative Quiz Questions

Extract and condense 
scientific information

chemical, contaminate, 
conserve, water treatment 
plant, sewage

Research and create a 
report on disasters, such 
as oil spills, and how 
they can affect the 
environment.

Handout
Research Material

True or false: Some of your drinking water is taken from lakes 
and rivers. How is water filtered in cities before it is pumped 
through to houses for drinking water? Which of these images 
show water being polluted and which don't? Complete the 
statement: If water {{evaporates}} into polluted air, the water 
that comes down as rain, and flows into rivers and lakes, can 
also become {{polluted}} by the air. That’s another reason why 
it’s not safe to drink water straight from {{rivers and lakes}}. 
Which of these statements are true?

Record findings using 
simple scientific 
language, bar charts, 
and tables

habitat, ecology, heron, 
bacteria, interdependent

Analysing data. Use your 
handout to plot the data 
onto your graph.

Interdependence Study
Handout, Pen / pencil / 
colouring pencils, Build a 
Bug Habitat, Crisp tubes 
Masking tape, Paint, Ribbon, 
Scissors, Paintbrush 
Bark, leaves, sticks, straw, 
hay, cardboard, etc.

What is the study of of how things interact and survive together in 
environments called? Complete the statement: Remember, when a fish 
dies and sinks to the bottom of the pond, it creates {{nutrients}} for the 
plants and bushes at the water's edge to grow again. How? When living 
things rely on one another for {{survival}} is we say they are 
{{interdependent}}. What might happen if, as a result of good weather, 
there is a very good year for the growth of seeds and other crops? Which 
of these creatures would you expect to predators and which ones do you 
think are most likely to be prey? True or false: Scientists sometimes call 
environments where creatures rely on each other for survival 'the circle 
of life.'

Use your knowledge 
and understanding 
to suggest the effects 
of interdependence

wetland, ecology, 
interdependent, 
ecosystem, environment

Explore how ecosystems 
are interdependent.

Handout Which of these definitions describe an ecosystem? Complete the 
statement: A wetland area is an example of an {{ecosystem}} - the 
river and pond, the stream flowing into it and the woodland 
nearby. All the creatures are {{interdependent}}. Not all of the 
creatures survive - but their {{species}} will. Which of these images 
show a diverse ecosystem and which images show an ecosystem 
which is not very diverse? Which of the these things might suggest 
that an ecosystem is healthy? Select three. If you took one species 
out of an ecosystem, it would have no impact on the other 
creatures in the same ecosystem. 

Gather and record 
information to 
suggest 
improvements

water butt, drought, 
freshwater, pure, conserve

Complete a water audit 
exercise then work out 
how you can save water

Paper 
Pencils 
Pens
Handout

True or false: Even if you use less water in your house, you 
and/or your parents won't save any extra money. Complete 
the statement: It is unbelievable that {{oceans and lakes and 
streams}} that contain beautiful {{wildlife}} and are home to 
so many species, are being used as dumping grounds for our 
{{waste}}. An example of this is the Great Pacific Garbage 
Patch. Which of these methods could be used to conserve 
water? Which of these images show people conserving water 
and which show people wasting water? 

Research and 
present your findings 
in a creative way

air pollution, climate 
change, water pollution, 
single use plastic, 
deforestation

Using secondary sources 
of information research
a man-made disaster 
that seriously impacted 
the environment

Library books / the 
internet
Handout

What impact did reintroducing wolves to the Yellowstone National Park 
have? Which of these statements is true? Choose five. True or false: 
Humans never damage the environment or have a negative effect on 
wildlife. Have another look at the expert film on slide 15. What steps can 
humans take to try to have a positive impact on the environment? 
Choose three. Why had wolves disappeared from Yellowstone National 
Park 70 years before they were reintroduced in 1995? Complete the 
statement: The {{ecosystem}} of the Yellowstone National Park had been 
severely changed by the {{elk}} who had greatly increased in number 
because there were no {{wolves}} or predators to kill them. 

Conduct a fair test 
and compare the 
results

climate change, pollute, 
greenhouse gases, 
emission, smog

Investigating air 
pollution levels.

Index cards 
Petroleum jelly 
Sticky and masking tape 
Cotton wool 
Scissors 
Hole punch
Handout

Which of these is the correct definition for the word 'pollute'? 
Which of these images show air pollution happening and 
which don't? True or false: The word 'smog' is a mix of the 
words 'smell' and 'dog'. During the 1950s, how many people 
died in London as result of smog? Complete the statement: 
Factories can also {{pollute}} the air with their {{smoke and 
emissions}}. There are {{no laws}} to regulate pollution from 
factories in some parts of the world.
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Spring 2: Classifying Living Things 
and their Habitats

Scientific Enquiry 

Covered

Rocket Words Covered Name of Task / Tasks Resources Needed Summative Quiz Questions

Ash relevant 
questions and use 
different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer them

pond dipping, sample, 
sediment, water lily, newt

Asking relevant 
questions and using 
different types of 
scientific enquiries to 
answer them. Create 
your own imaginary 
creature.

Create a Creature Factsheet
Research tools (books, 
internet) , Paper, Pencils 
Colouring pens, Handout
Pond Dipping, Collecting pots, 
Pond dipping nets, Beakers 
Plastic spoons, Plastic trays 
Gloves, Waterproof boots

Which of these creatures live in or around a pond? This will be their natural 
habitat. Which of these plants would you expect to find growing near, in or 
around a pond? Creatures that live near each other and share a habitat 
often depend on each other for their own survival. Complete the 
statement: Have you ever walked along a pondside or lake? If the water is 
clear you may see {{fish}} swimming but you may also see many {{insects}} 
laying or hovering on the {{water surface}}. Water is a fascinating habitat to 
many different creatures. True or false: At night time, the creatures you see 
in a particular habitat could change because some creatures have adapted 
to live in their habitat at certain times of day.

Make careful 
observations to 
classify animals

classify, vertebrate, 
invertebrate, species, 
characteristics

Classifying into groups. 
Look at varied animals 
and decide which groups 
you can classify them 
into.

Grouping and Classifying
Venn Diagram
Hula Hoops (optional)
Images of / model or toy 
animals
Handout

True or false: All insects have six legs. Which of these 
characteristics are possessed by ALL birds? Complete the 
statement: The commonality of all mammals is that they have 
{{hair}}, secrete {{milk}} to feed their babies and are 
vertebrates. They are also {{warm blooded}}. In warm-
blooded animals, blood warms up or cools down depending 
on the time of day (being linked with the Sun's movement). 
Which of these creatures are mammals and which of them are 
birds?

Finding different 
ways to answer 
questions

vertebrate, invertebrate, 
amphibian, exoskeleton, 
skeleton

Go on an animal-finding 
expedition outside or cut 
out pictures of different 
animals to sort and 
classify them.

Classifying Animals
Camera (optional)
magazines / 
newspapers
scissors
glue
large sheets of paper

Which of these animals are vertebrates and which are 
invertebrates? True or false: Being a vertebrate means having 
a backbone. Can you put these vertebrates in size order, with 
the largest at the top and the smallest at the bottom. Some 
animals don't have a {{spine}}, or even a skeleton, but they 
have an {{exoskeleton}} which protects their bodies. All 
amphibians are {{vertebrates}}. What is the largest land snail 
(which is an invertebrate) in the world?

Present information 
and take accurate 
measurements

cold-blooded, gills, oxygen, 
scales, reptile

Model your own cold-
blooded reptile using 
modelling clay, then 
investigate how long it takes 
for your clay model to 
change its body temperature 
based on its surrounding.

Clay Reptiles, Modelling clay 
(not the self-hardening type)
Building a Habitat for 
Amphibian Shoebox or 
something similar, Card 
Straws, Pebbles, Paint
Fact Sheet, Reference books 
and the internet, Handout

Which of these creatures are cold-blooded and which are not? 
True or false: There are under 600 species of reptiles on the 
planet. Where do amphibians live? Complete the mission: The 
word {{amphibian}} means ‘living in two places’. When they 
are young, amphibians have {{gills}} to take {{oxygen}} from 
the water. Then they grow up and most develop {{lungs}} that 
allow them to take oxygen from the air. Which of these 
characteristics do ALL reptiles have?

Use relevant 
scientific language 
and illustrations

bird, mammal, warm-
blooded, migration, 
hibernation

Create a wildlife spotting 
guide for your local area.

Wildlife Spotter
Handout - Wildlife Spotter
Pen
Research - books / internet
outside space to explore

Which of these characteristics do ALL mammals have? Which 
of these creatures are mammals and which aren't? True or 
false: There are two species of squirrel. The red one and the 
grey one. Complete the statement: Whales and dolphins 
breathe air using {{lungs}}, not gills. They need to come to the 
surface to breathe air. Whales and dolphins communicate 
using {{high pitched sounds}} and are very {{intelligent}} 
creatures. Which of these creatures are rodents?

Identify differences, 
similarities or 
changes related to 
simple scientific 
ideas and processes

fish, amphibian, reptile, 
cold-blooded, shark

Create your own 
magnetic fish game to 
help you learn about 
different types of fish.

Magnetic Fish Game
Library books, internet
Handout
Coloured Pens/pencils
Paperclips
Magnets

True or false: A cold-blooded creature's body temperature goes up and 
down depending on whether it is hot or cold around them. Which of 
these classes have the largest number of species in their class? Which of 
these are amphibians and which are fish? As a warm blooded creature, 
your body temperature stays almost exactly the same almost all of the 
time. Do you know what temperature that is? Complete the statement: 
Fish are {{cold blooded}}, live in water, use gills and not lungs to breathe, 
and take {{oxygen}} from the water. Most fish are covered in {{scales}} 
and hatch from {{eggs}} which are laid by the female outside of her body. 
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Summer 1: Exploring the 
World of Plants

Scientific Enquiry 

Covered

Rocket Words Covered Name of Task / Tasks Resources Needed Summative Quiz Questions

Observe closely and 
present information 
in a labelled drawing

seed, bulb, germination, 
shoot, sapling

Describe how seeds and 
bulbs change during 
germination

Handout, plastic cups
cotton wool
seeds (cress, radishes, 
and peas work very 
well)
magnifying glass 
(optional)

What is the name of the process when a seed breaks open 
and begins to grow? Sort these stages of plant growth from 
youngest to oldest. Plant bulbs have a hard shell. Seeds and 
bulbs contain a large store of... {{Germination}} is the process 
when a seed begins to grow. To begin the seed absorbs a lot 
of {{water}} and begins to swell. Then it cracks open and 
{{roots}} grow out to anchor it and absorb more water. Next 
the seed sends up a {{shoot}} to the surface. when it grows 
above ground it uses its {{leaves}} to photosynthesise.

Use relevant 
scientific language 
and illustrations to 
answer questions

asexual reproduction, 
runner, clone, eye 
(potato), parent (plant)

Creating a guide to 
asexual reproduction

Handout, paper
colouring pens/ pencils
potato/ strawberry 
seed packets 
(optional)

What does asexual reproduction mean? Which of the 
following are methods of asexual reproduction. Strawberries 
reproduce by sending out a... Potatoes reproduce through a 
process called... Plants can be cloned from...

Set up a simple 
practical enquiry, to 
observe and 
compare different 
types of moss

non-vascular, moss, 
spores, moist, liverwort

Investigate moss Handout
sample pots
moss

Which of the following features do non-vascular plants NOT 
have? Non-vascular plants reproduces using... Which of the 
following are non-vascular plants? Mosses reproduce using 
{{spores}}. Male mosses produce {{sperm}}, that swims to the 
female plant in {{a drop of water}}. At the female plant the 
sperm fertilise the female plant's {{eggs}}. T/F Non-vascular 
plants grow bigger than vascular plants.

Present information 
in a diagram

pollination, fertilisation, 
germination, dispersal, 
reproduction

Model the life cycle of a 
plant

Handouts, paper
coloured pens/ pencils
presentation software 
(optional)

What is a life cycle? Put these processes in order starting from 
when a seed is planted. Which of the following does a plant 
need to grow? T/F Plants depend on pollinators to reproduce. 
Plants start life as a seed or bulb which {{germinates}} and 
beings to grow. The plant sends up a shoot to the surface to 
{{photosynthesise}}. Eventually the plant grows a flower to 
help it {{reproduce}}. Insects are often used in{{pollination}} to 
help the plant move its pollen around.

Gather, record and 
present data and 
information in the 
form of a labelled 
model

fungi, Venus flytrap, 
insectivorous, pitcher 
plant, extraordinary

Venus fly trap model Handouts, paints (red 
and green), paper 
plate, small pieces of 
paper or stick notes
scissors, glue or sticky 
tape, green paper

What is an insectivorous plant? Which of the 
following are insectivorous plants? Touching what 
part of the Venus flytrap causes it to close? 
Insectivorous plants attract insects using... 
Mushrooms are a type of...

Report on findings 
from enquiries, 
including oral and 
written explanations

rainforest, biodiversity, 
deforestation, poaching, 
pollution

Save the rainforest 
campaign

Handouts, Optional: 
books/internet 
research
presentation / film-
making software

What is a rainforest? Which of these are 
problems that the rainforest faces? Which of the 
following are made from things in the rainforest? 
The rainforest makes 20% of the world's... T/F The 
rainforest faces problems, but these can be 
stopped if people help
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Summer 2: Plant Life Cycles

Scientific Enquiry 

Covered

Rocket Words 

Covered

Name of Task / 

Tasks
Resources Needed Summative Quiz Questions

Presenting 
information in a 
labelled model or 
diagram

anther, 
stigma, petal, 
style, filament

Build a model 
flower and 
label the key 
parts. Explain 
what each part 
is used for.

Handout, Coloured 
paper, Scissors, Glue,
Pipe cleaners, 
Modelling clay, Flowers

Which part of a plant produces pollen? Sort these flower parts into male and 
female parts. The sepals protect the flower bud as it is growing. Flowers are 
used for... Pollen is made on the {{anther}} which is held up by the {{filament}}. 
The is collected on the {{stigma}} which has a {{sticky}} surface. The {{style}} 
holds up the stigma. The {{petals}} are used to attract insects to the flower.

Observe and explain 
findings using 
scientific language

photosynthesi
s, chlorophyll, 
UV light, 
carbon 
dioxide, 
glucose

Let there be 
Light!

2 potted plants 
(geranium or basil)
magnifying lenses
Handout

Why do many plants look green? T/F Photosynthesis is important to all life on Earth. Which of the 
following is needed for the photosynthesis reaction? T/F Plants photosynthesise all the time For the 
photosynthesis reaction to occur {{water}} travels up the xylem from the {{roots}} to the leaves of 
the plant. A gas called {{carbon dioxide}} enters the leaves through tiny holes. {{UV light}} from the 
Sun is trapped by {{chlorophyll}} in plant leaves. The reaction produces {{oxygen}} gas and 
{{glucose}}.

Present information in 
a diagram

pollination, 
fertilisation, 
germination, 
dispersal, 
reproduction

Model the life 
cycle of a plant

handouts, paper
coloured pens/ pencils
presentation software 
(optional)

Put these processes in order starting from when a seed is planted. Plants 
depend on pollinators to reproduce. Plants start life as a seed or bulb 
which Select... and beings to grow. The plant sends up a shoot to the surface 
to Select... . Eventually the plant grows a flower to help it Select... . Insects are 
often used in Select... to help the plant move its pollen around.

Presenting learning 
and knowledge in a 
dance or drama

nectar, 
pollination, 
pollen, 
pollinator, 
waggle dance

Show how 
pollen is 
collected

Handout Which of the following are pollinators? T/F Bees are attracted to a flower's pollen. How do bees 
collect pollen? How do bees communicate with each other? The process of {{pollination}} is when a 
{{pollinator}} moves {{pollen}} from one plant to another.

Use scientific 
equipment to observe 
and draw roots

root, root 
hair, absorb, 
anchor, store

Drawing roots handouts, onions
cocktail sticks
glasses
magnifying glasses

T/F Roots are always found underground. What jobs do the roots do? T/F Roots grow closely to the 
plant T/F Root hairs absorb water and minerals from the soil. Sort the images of roots from the 
others.

Set up a fair test, and 
gather, record and 
present data

sycamore, wind 
dispersal, water 
dispersal, 
animal 
dispersal, 
explosion 
dispersal

Seed dispersal 
investigation

handouts, scissors,
paperclips,
stopwatch,
tape, measure

Which of the following are ways plants disperse their seeds? Sort these seeds into those dispersed 
using animals and those dispersed using wind. T/F Plants want to keep their seeds near them. Which 
of the following helps a coconut tree distribute its seeds? Plants are stuck to the same spot all the 
time so they use different ways to {{disperse}} their seeds. Plants try to get their seeds {{far away}}, 
to grow into new plants. Seeds can be carried for short distance by being blown {{by the wind}} or 
long distances by floating {{on the water}} and being carried {{by animals}}.

Observe closely and 
create a scientific 
drawing

transpiration, 
xylem, 
phloem, 
vascular, 
stomata

Examine xylem 
& phloem

handouts, 
celery - with leaves
glass
sharp knife
food colouring (red)
white flower - daisy 
(optional)

Where do plants get their water from? T/F More transpiration occurs on windy days. Which of the 
following are found in all vascular plants? Sort these parts of the plants into the order water travels 
through them. Water and minerals enters the plant through the {{roots}}. The plant then moves 
{{minerals}} through the {{phloem}} and water and through the {{xylem}}, these are found in the 
{{stem}}. Water then exits the plants through the {{leaves}} in a process called {{transpiration}}.
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